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patient outcomes

Breaking paradigms, creating ambition, raising the bar 
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“I’m blown away when I see the results from our local LiA Pulse Check” says Chief Executive, John Goulston

“When I started here as Chief Executive in 2012, staff put the Trust in the bottom 20% for many of the key findings in the National Staff Survey results, and the
trend was getting worse. We were clearly in the ‘turnaround’ category, largely as a result of the substantial financial, operational and cultural challenges which
were inevitably impacting patient care and staff morale.

Within 12 months of LiA adoption, we had made a step-change to ‘above average’. Four years on, I am blown away when I see the results of our local LiA Pulse
Check, which around 2000 of our staff respond to each year. When we started out, only 20% of staff said they felt valued – this is now up by almost 150% to
49%, with a corresponding increase in staff saying we provide high quality services to our patients/service users – up from 31% to 59%. These unprecedented
and steadily improving results are one of the best seen in NHS England. As a leadership team, we can be confident that we are on the right journey.

Of course, when staff feel engaged and listened to, everything changes. We have hundreds of examples of changes staff have led through LiA, making care
better for patients every day without the need for ‘projects’, ‘programmes’ or ‘initiatives’. This creates a strong evidence-base to inspire others and empowers
people to act on their good ideas without asking for permission. Our LiA Pass It On events, when teams showcase their inspirational stories and new teams pick
up the baton, have truly been the best days in my NHS career.

Culturally, engaging patients through LiA to hear their views and surface great ideas has become the norm; connecting leaders at all levels around courageous
changes and ways to continually ‘raise the bar’ is a frequent occurrence; and we have a ‘common language’ around how we do change. I am contacted every
week by people wanting to share how impressed they are with the LiA way of working at the Trust, including fantastic feedback from our junior doctors this year
about their positive experience working here. And CQC feedback over the past four years recognises that we are ‘succeeding in involving staff through LiA’,
referring to ‘widespread evidence that this is bringing about positive changes for patients and staff’ and being ‘impressed by awareness of LiA and the ability of
staff to point to improvements it is making in the quality of care’. On top of this, LiA is supporting us in reducing our financial deficit, and
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we are seeing significant operational improvements, with sickness levels down and retention levels significantly improved.

Getting an organisation to shift takes time. Four years into this journey we have a great story to tell, but the last thing we will do is sit
back and become complacent. This is not ‘engagement for engagement’s sake’ – it’s about improving the quality and safety of care for
our patients, through a valued, appreciated and empowered workforce. I feel incredibly proud and optimistic – and this is just the
beginning.”



“Highly engaged staff are more likely to bring their heart and soul to work”
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Aredi Christou, Surgical Assessment Team

“I’ve worked in the Trust for 16 years and since being part of LiA and working with the senior management team, I’ve felt really enthused 
and part of the bigger picture for the Trust. All of the changes that have happened in our department have happened through LiA.“

Mike Hayward, Deputy Chief Nurse

“Highly engaged staff are more likely to bring their heart and soul to work, to take the initiative, to go the extra mile and to collaborate 
effectively with others. In this organisation, it doesn’t matter if you’re a cleaner, porter, ward clerk, nurse or consultant, every view matters 
and you will be involved in decisions to make things better for all of our patients and all of our staff.” 

Sally Quinn, Deputy Director of HR and OD

“Our journey’s been really exciting and we’ve seen the real power and success of listening to our staff and empowering them to be able to 
make the changes that they know will make a difference to everyone. Clinic turnaround time has improved, our patients are much happier, 
and our clinicians are much happier as well.”

Louise Coughlan, Chief Pharmacist

“I take great pleasure when team members are empowered to speak out about day-to-day frustrations and how they might be overcome in 
order to improve patient and staff experience. We have improved our pharmacy portering visits on the back of this and continue to share 
good practice.” 

Makeda Best, Matron

“LiA has been good in raising awareness about issues and increasing cooperation of staff in implementing change. It is a good approach for 
embedding changes within the nursing team.”  

Martin Ford, Medical Registrar

“I left the LiA event to complete my shift, smiling - happy that tangible improvements had been made to the way our hospital works. There 
is obviously lots still to do, but it was most rewarding to see that sometimes the status quo can be changed for the better.” 



“LiA harnesses enthusiasm for change from those who are involved at the grass roots level”
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Dr Sanjay Gupta, Consultant Physician & Gastroenterologist

“LiA is a platform that helps to resolve day-to-day issues that we all face in our work environment. It is also a forum to take on bigger issues 
to improve patient care and make this a better place for patients and for staff. The impact of LIA has been felt in virtually all areas of the 
Trust and I would encourage staff from all areas to engage and make a difference.”

Dr Liz Heitz, Consultant in Elderly Medicine

“LiA harnesses enthusiasm for change from those who are involved at the grass roots level. The dynamic changes from "I've been told I 
have to" to “Let’s do it the LiA way". The LiA work I have been involved in has delivered really tangible benefits for patients, for staff and for 
the hospital and, even better, this way of working has become the norm.”

Mike Bell, Chairman

“Through LiA, we have reached out to the public away from the hospital site, in the community. It’s a really important opportunity to hear 
from people about what they want from Croydon Health Services - what they want to see in the hospital, what they want to see in the 
community.”

Steph Colbourn, F2 Junior Doctor

“I came from a Trust that had really low morale, a lot of uncertainty surrounding the future of the hospital and, as a junior doctor, not much 
emphasis on learning and teaching. Moving to this Trust has been a huge breath of fresh air. The enthusiasm, energy and attitude of all the 
staff I have met has been incredible.” 

Dr Nnenna Osuji, Medical Director

“The range of feedback we have got from everybody at our LiA Patient Conversations has been tremendous. There have been some 
wonderful ideas which will be featuring in some of the Listening into Action (LiA) changes we will be making.”

Michael Fanning, Director of Nursing, Midwifery and AHPs

“I’m genuinely proud to be working in an organisation that takes staff engagement really seriously. Listening into Action is something that is 
very real and tangible. It’s not a theoretical concept, it’s what we do.” 



www.listeningintoaction.co.uk

When you get it right: ‘The Best Medicine’
9 of our stories have already been published nationally in ‘The Best Medicine: 100 Powerful Stories of 
Staff-Led Change from the 5th Biggest Employer in the World’ 

Click here to view
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Better for organisationBetter for staffBetter for patients

Patients recommending 
outpatients services 

improved from 88.8% to 
95.5%

LiA 'Home for Lunch' 
resulted in 32% of patients 

discharged before 1pm, 
compared to 19% 

previously

More flexible and longer 
visiting hours for family 
and friends to visit their 

loved ones

Independent infection 
prevention control and 
quality checks on wards 
with ‘real time’ learning 

and actions

Innovative new Pharmacy 
technician role supports 

ward staff for more 
efficient medication rounds 

and releases time to care

Designated x-ray porter 
with a radio reduces delays 

when inpatients require 
urgent CT scans

Patient tea parties provide 
older people with company 

and conversation, 
improving their inpatient 

experience

Management of Controlled 
Drugs cupboard, 

medication fridge and 
action cards improves 

patient safety

Ward newsletters designed 
for ward staff to keep up to 

date and improve 
communication

Integrated working with 
Social Services to improve 

the patient journey and 
discharge process

Nurses conducting ECGs, 
phlebotomy and specialist 

injections improves  
patient experience and 

reduces delays

Theatres staff room 
transformed from dated, 

dreary rest area to a 
refreshed and brighter 

room

Free health checks for staff 
with onward referrals to 

GPs for further 
management

New library Pod and quiet, 
protected space for staff to 
think, learn and relax away 
from the pressures of their 

busy work environment

New ways of working 
between coding and 

clinicians increases data 
accuracy and patient care

Trust-wide learning from 
incidents, complaints and 

best practice through 
weekly 3 key messages 
from executive team

Leaders keep in touch and 
provide support to 

frontline staff through 
proactive 'Visible 
Wednesday' visits

New ED Admin Flow 
Coordinator releases time 
for senior nurses to care 

for patients releasing over 
£50k a year

Incident reporting made 
easier for staff with 

anonymous reporting and 
automated feedback 
activated on DATIX

90% improvement from 
baseline on staff believing 

we provide high quality 
services to our 

patients/service users

Croydon Health Services 
becomes first Trust 

nationally to achieve LiA 
Accreditation status

Patient clothing cupboard 
sponsored by M&S means 

emergency pathway 
patients have clothes to go 

home in

Waiting time reduced from 
2 hours to 45 minutes in 

Phlebotomy

45% reduction in pressure 
ulcers means the Trust is 

outperforming the national 
average by 40%

ED performance in Top 5 
for London and Top 20 

nationally in 2015/16, up 
from Bottom 8 nationally n 

2014/15 

Transformation of a bare 
area into a colourful child 

friendly zone in Main 
Outpatients improves 
children's experiences

New all day 
anticoagulation service 

improves access for 
patients

145% improvement from 
baseline on how valued our 

staff feel for the 
contribution they make

Fantastic feedback from 
Junior Doctors, 

recommending us as a 
place to work

ED performance in Top 5 
for London and Top 20 

nationally in 2015/16, up 
from Bottom 8 nationally n 

2014/15 

100% of women surveyed 
in Jan, Feb, Mar 2016 

would recommend 
Croydon Health Services a 

place to give birth

23 out of 30 student nurses 
who completed their three 

year training at CHS 
decided to start their 

career here

LiA Pulse Check results 
improve year-on-year for 4 

years running in all 15 
questions

Named Patient Complaint 
Coordinators have resulted 
in 33 out of 119 complaints 
being resolved informally

100% improvement from 
baseline on day-to-day 
issues and frustrations 

being quickly identified and 
resolved

Weekly IT Engineer support 
visit to community site 

improves response times 
and resolves IT issues 

raised by staff

Delivering demonstrably better outcomes for our patients, staff and our Trust (here are just a few 
examples from many)
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LiA Staff Pulse Check® shift - Trust-wide 2012-2016

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Oct 2012 51% 29% 25% 15% 23% 31% 20% 0% 42% 19% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Aug 2013 51% 38% 33% 21% 33% 47% 41% 37% 60% 28% 50% 50% 31% 29% 37%

Jan 2015 56% 42% 39% 24% 37% 53% 46% 39% 64% 32% 53% 52% 33% 31% 39%

Feb 2016 58% 47% 41% 30% 42% 59% 49% 47% 64% 37% 58% 55% 39% 36% 42%
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LiA Pulse Check® questions

LiA Pulse Check® Results 2012-16
Croydon Health Services

Oct 2012 Aug 2013 Jan 2015 Feb 2016
Responses: 
2092 (2012), 2144 (2013), 1739 (2015), 1847 (2016)
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Croydon Health Services: LiA Staff Pulse Check® shift 2012-16

7%
1. I feel happy and supported 

working in my 
team/department/service

+

2. Our organisational culture 
encourages me to contribute

to changes that affect my 
team/department/service

18%+

3. Managers and leaders 
seek my views about how we 

can improve our services
16%+

4. Day-to-day issues and 
frustrations that get in our 
way are quickly identified 

and resolved

15%+

5. I feel that our organisation 
communicates clearly with 

staff about its priorities and 
goals

19%+

28%
6. I believe we are providing 

high quality services to our 
patients/service users

+

7. I feel valued for the 
contribution I make and the 

work I do
29%+

8. I would recommend our 
Trust to my family and 

friends
10%+

9. I understand how my role 
contributes to the wider 

organisational vision
22%+

10. Communication between 
senior management and staff 

is effective
18%+

11. I feel that the quality and 
safety of patient care is our 

organisation's top priority

12. I feel able to prioritise 
patient care over other work 

13. Our organisational 
structures and processes 

support and enable me to do 
my job well

14. Our work environment, 
facilities and systems enable 

me to do my job well

15. This organisation 
supports me to develop and 

grow in my role

8%+

5%

8%+

7%+

5%+

Responses: 2092 (2012), 2144 (2013), 1739 (2015), 1847 (2016)
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LiA Staff Pulse Check® shift - LiA Teams vs Trust-wide 2016

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Trust-wide 2016 58% 47% 41% 30% 42% 59% 49% 47% 64% 37% 58% 55% 39% 36% 42%

LiA Teams 2016 64% 54% 48% 36% 46% 68% 51% 58% 68% 46% 67% 59% 43% 41% 46%
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LiA Pulse Check® Results
LiA Teams vs Trust-wide 2016

Trust-wide 2016 LiA Teams 2016
Notes:
Responses: 92
Followed full 20 week cycle following LiA 7 Steps
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Croydon Health Services: LiA Leadership Scorecard® shift 
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Responses: 16 in 2012, 20 in 2016

2012 2016

 Navigation 1 2 3 4 5

1 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of management

2 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of employees

3 Management prioritises the use of resources

4 Change initiative work together (left hand knows what the right's doing)

5 Costs and benefits of all projects are managed as a whole

 Leadership 1 2 3 4 5

1 Serve as effective role models for desired behaviour

2 Are strong sponsors of change

3 Hold managers and supervisors accountable for contribution to change

4 Provide coaching and counselling related to change leadership

5 Effectively communicate about change (reasons for, benefits, strategies)

 Ownership - People affected by change: 1 2 3 4 5

1 Are involved in the process in a meaningful way

2 Believe their ideas and concerns are being heard and responded to

3 Understand the need for change

4 Believe the change is positive for the organisation

5 Receive effective communication (timely, relevant, honest)

 Enablement 1 2 3 4 5

1 Processes are redesigned to eliminate non-value added activities

2 Organisation strucutres are designed to fit future needs

3 Competencies for the 'new' organisation are being identified

4 Training supports new skill and behavioural requirements

5 Performance mgmt/reward systems are redesigned to fit the new orgn

2.3

1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree

Journey Scorecard Framework:  Example results from Croydon ( 16 responses) October 2012

Total

2.9

2.4

2.8

2.1

2.6

2.4

2.2

12.8

Total

2.9

3.4

2.6

2.2

2.6

2.7

2.2

13.4

Total

2.6

1.9

2.8

12.2

11.9

 

Total

2.4

2.3

Navigation 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of management 3.6

2 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of employees 3.0

3 Management prioritises the use of resources 3.5

4 Change initiatives work together (left hand knows what the right hand is doing) 3.2

5 Costs and benefits of all projects are managed as a whole 3.3

16.6

Leadership 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Serve as effective role models for desired behaviour 3.7

2 Are strong sponsors of change 4.1

3 Hold managers and supervisors accountable for contribution to successful change 3.6

4 Provide coaching and counselling related to change leadership 3.2

5 Effectively communicate about change (reasons for, benefits, strategies) 3.7

18.3

Ownership - People affected by change: 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Are involved in the process in a meaningful way 3.6

2 Believe their ideas and concerns are being heard and responded to 3.4

3 Understand the need for change 3.6

4 Believe the change is positive for the organisation 3.7

5 Receive effective communication (timely, relevant, honest) 3.5

17.8

Enablement 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Organisational processes are redesigned to eliminate non-value added activities 3.1

2 Organisation structures are designed to fit future needs 3.6

3 Competencies for the 'new' organisation are being identified 3.6

4 Training supports new skill and behavioural requirements 3.3

5 Performance management and reward systems are redesigned to fit the new organisation 3.5

17.1

Croydon Health Services NHS Trust - Leadership Scorecard (19 responses) 
Respondents: 20

1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree



For more information about Listening into Action (LiA)

Hannah Forbes
Founding Director of 
Optimise Limited and joint architect 
of Listening into Action (LiA)® 

hforbes@optimiselimited.co.uk
07734 812644

Gordon Forbes
Founding Director of 
Optimise Limited and joint architect 
of Listening into Action (LiA)®

gforbes@optimiselimited.co.uk
07734 812311

Quotes from LiA Trusts

“A powerful force for cultural change”
Alwen Williams, CEO at Barts Health NHS Trust

“Our staff feel energised and empowered by the LiA approach”
Judith Graham, Queen’s Nurse and Advanced Nurse Consultant 

“This is real staff engagement. It feels different. It feels punchy. It feels great.”
Dr Esther Waterhouse, Consultant in Palliative Medicine

“The LiA ‘Pass It On’ events have the best days in my NHS career” 
John  Goulston, CEO at Croydon Health Services

“LiA is clever in its simplicity. Follow the formula, involve everyone, share your successes and 
enjoy the culture shift. What’s not to like?” 

Tom Johnson, Radiologist 

“LiA is helping us to make significant improvements for patients and staff at 
Europe’s oldest hospital”

Charles Knight, Consultant Cardiologist and Managing Director of St Bartholomew’s Hospital

“LiA really has developed me into the person and the nurse I am today” 
Sarah Watkins, Ward Sister

“Magic Dust”
John Adler, first NHS CEO to adopt Listening into Action (LiA)®
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